
7” AND 12” 
ADJUSTABLE 
PROSQUARE

An adjustable 
roofing square 
available in both 
12 and 7 inch sizes.

7”

12”



Simply set the TRACER ProSquare to the 
same pitch of the roof by moving the 

adjustable arm to the required 
angle, lock it off. Once the roof 

pitch measurement is set 
the angle will be correct 

for both the Seat and 
Plumb cuts. 

COMMON AND JACK MEASUREMENTS

The TRACER Prosquare uses a metric measurement system so no 
manual conversion is required making this square considerably 

more convenient to use. 



Again, simply set the HIP/VALLEY scale to the pitch of the roof and 

the square is set up for marking your Seat/Plum cuts on your 

Hip and Valley rafters – simple as that.

HIP AND VALLEY SCALE

This is another piece of magic – historically a 

complex calculation to work out the Seat 

and Plum cuts on Hip and Valley cuts, 

not here! 



Birds mouths are normally 1/3rd of the depth 
of the timber. To simplify this process, the 

TRACER ProSquare features a 1/3 rafter 
marking guide. By selecting the 
notch that matches your timber 

width you can quickly and 
easily mark out the 

required depth. 

BIRDS MOUTH MARKINGS

Only available on the 12” Prosquare 
it is premarked with the most 
common widths of timber so no 
calculations are required.



Simply mark parallel lines with the ‘parallel’ 

mark on the side of the square – marked 

at 5mm increments, simply locate your 

pencil in the necessary depth and 

slide along the desired length 

of your timber.

PARALLEL MARKS

Perfect parallel lines every time!



The second, like the set-square, is the ability to quickly create an 
angled mark. Just pivot the square using the graduations on this 
outer edge as a guide. You can now quickly and simply pivot the 

square to mark any angled cuts from 0°-90°.

COMMON SET SQUARE

The long edge of the square has two main 
functions, the first, with the adjustable 

arm set at ‘0’ it can be used like a 
common set-square and has a 

ruler from 0-260mm.



“Very simple to use. Just need to set the scale to whatever the roof pitch is and 
mark your seat and plum cuts for either the Jack and Com or Hip and Valley cuts!”

“Even has pre-marked graduations for marking 1/3 of the width of all common 
timbers. The exact spot the seat cut should be.”



Saxon House,
23 Springfield Lyons Approach,
Springfield,
Chelmsford,
CM2 5LB

Call 01245 216 540
Email sales@roydtoolgroup.com

www.TRACER-tools.com

Visit our 
website to 
see the full 
TRACER range


